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Replies to viva-voce questions
Replies to viva- voce questions:

1. Why are the diagonal orders (first and third quadrant) in Figs 6.5(c) & 6.4 (c)
missing?
Reply: Diagonal orders in the Fourier spectra of Figs 6.5(c) & 6.4 (c) are not missing.
Since the amplitudes of higher order sinc function are small compared to the central
amplitude, these are not visible in the spectral image. Moreover, all amplitudes of the
3D sinc function would have appeared symmetrically even in the diagonals, if and
only if the basic grating structures is absolutely square. It can be seen from Figs
6.5(a) & 6.4 (a) that the grating structure is rectangular, therefore even the first orders
of the Fourier spectra in both the figures are rectangular instead of square.

2. Processed image in Fig. 6.2 (i) shows the detected object black (dark) while
processed images in Figs. 6.4 (f) & 6.5 (f) show it bright, why?
Reply: In Figs. 6.2 (i) & 6.4 (f), the reconstructed fabric images in spatial domain
after frequency domain filtering are shown. Since the respective fabric images in
spatial domain, shown in Figs. 6.2(c) and 6.4(a) contain a dark and a bright defect, so
these images after filtered in frequency domain and reconstructed back to spatial
domain give the interlaced grating structure removed images of defects in its original
intensity values.
However the, binary image of defect, appeared as bright in Fig. 6.5 (f) is obtained
by the filtering of the fabric image shown in Fig 6.5(b) followed by its energy
thresholding.
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Replies to viva-voce questions
3. It is mentioned on page 129, top line ‘From Fig. 6.4 (e) - (f) it may be observed that
the energy of noise is small’. Explain.
Reply: Fig. 6.4 (e) & 6.4 (f) are filtered reconstructed fabric frames of 3D fabric
images shown in Fig. 6.4 (a) & 6.4 (b) as the input frames. As the filtering in this case
is done to suppress the interlaced grating structure of the fabric, shown in Fig. 6.4 (e)
and 6.4 (f), the energy of the noise representing interlaced grating structure of fabric
become small when compared to those for the defective fabric portions considered as
region of interest. .

4. Is equation (3.31) dimensionally correct?
Reply:

Equation

(3.31)

as

given

by

POS i (t + 1) = POS i (t ) + v i (t + 1)

is

dimensionally correct. This is due to the fact that POS i and vi , representing position
and velocity of i - th particle of the swarm have dimension 2 (as in the problem 2
parameters are to be optimized). Iterations do not change the dimensions.

5. It is readily seen that the reconstructed images approach the original image with
increasing number of basis elements. P. 35. Explain.
Reply: The basis elements represent the energies associated with singular values of a
fabric image, the manipulation of which by left and right singular vectors reconstructs
the fabric image again as per equation (2.3). From figure 2.1 it is also observed that
the first few singular values are dominant parameters than the others. Hence it is
possible to reconstruct the fabric image, up to a certain similarity by considering these
dominant singular values. Though small, the non dominant singular values also carry
some fabric information. Therefore, if all singular values are considered the
reconstructed fabric image becomes identical to the original one.
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Lists of corrections
Errata:
1. All the typographical errors are corrected in this copy as suggested by examiner.
P. 5, line 3 from bottom: insure is changed to ensure.
P. 9, line 4 from bottom: in this review is changed to in this thesis.
P. 48, para 1, line 6: statics is changed to statistics.
P. 56, in line above eq. 3.10 and the paragraph after this: is changed to are.
P. 57 2nd line above eq. 3.14: principle is changed to principal.
P. 59, line 4 from bottom: at is changed to to.
P. 69, line 4 from bottom: principle is changed to principal.
P. 153, line 12 from bottom: tutored the aspects of is deleted.

2. All references are corrected in this copy as suggested by examiner.
a. Inconsistencies in writing the references are corrected. Page numbers are
designated as pp. and volume and issue are designated as volume (issue)
throughout.
b. In reference 154: Kenedy is changed to Kennedy.
c. In reference 163: place and country are incorporated.
d. In reference 190: required information is given.
e. In reference 193: volume of the reference is given.
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